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Dear Mr. Whitlock,
I am the daughter of Robert H. Whitlock, from Bay Village, Ohio. I am writing to ask

if you are the same Peter Whitlock who assisted my father with our Whitlock family
genealogy in 1985.

If you are the same Peter Whitlock, I would like to thank you for all the help you gave
to him. I remember your name being mentioned repeatedly when my dad was doing his
research.

I was reminded of you because I am in the process of re-typing the family genealogy
book that my dad put together for all of his children, in order to save it to disk as well as
make copies for his grandchildren.

I am absolutely amazed at the information you were able to supply my dad with, as
well as information he was able to obtain from other sources. I have been looking on
line for any new information that I might be able to add, but I find I am easily confused
as to which Whitlock belongs where, even with my dad's book as a blueprint! I can't
imagine how confusing compiling and recording this information by hand must be.

Sadly, my father died on December 19, 2003 at the age of 84, but a part of him lives
on through the genealogy book he put together with your considerable help. When I
sent a "new" copy of his book to my brother, he said reading it again was like "having
dad back". It brought back very fond memories of a man whose children adored him!

I entered the information from my dad's book on line at Ancestry.com, under the
name The Whitlock Family. The only new information that I could add to my dad's
research from 1985 were the births of new grandchildren and great grandchildren, and,
sadly, the dates of death for my dad, mom, and sister.

Once again, thank you for all of the help you gave to my dad. I wanted to let you
know that your efforts are still appreciated twenty two years later!

Sincerely yours,

Sally Whitlock Brugh
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